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Abstract. Models for analyzing and solving multiple criteria decision-making (HCDH) 
problems ere difficult to evaluate end compare, because they are intended for diverse 
orderings of a set of teasible alternatives. These models are based on e variety of 
assumptions about the decision ranker-8 preferences and use different types of 
pretereoce information. To this peper , a conceptual framework is developed for 
evaluating and comparing discrete alternative NCDM models evailable for e given 
decision situation. The procedure employed in the framework guides the user through 
an eoe 1ysis of the decision situation making it possible for a decision meter or 
ane1yst to select the most appropriate MCDN model from emong severe 1 a1 teroa tive 
feasible models. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Over the past two decades, UoY multiple 
criteria decision-mekiog (HCDM) models have 
been developed, and their number continues to 
grow very rapidly. Some of these models have 
many features in common. others ere quite 
distinct. For a particular decision problem, 
several IiCDN models may appear to be useful. 
However, different models often represent 
fundamentally different philosophies of 
decision meking, and the choice among these 
mode 1s is dependent on the particular problem 
under consideration, the decision maker’s 
VelUeS, and many other factors. 
It has long been recognized the t the selection 
ot e MCDM model is itselt a HCDM problem. 
Node18 for solving NCDN problems are bard to 
classify, eve lua te and compare because they 
address merry different types of problems. 
Several authors have developed procedures for 
the selection of an appropriate decision model. 
Brown and Ulvila (1977) attempted to make the 
selection process more explxit by developing a 
taxonomy Of anelytic approaches in corres- 
poadeoce with the problem taxonomy. Ford et 
Sl. (1979) developed e procedure to evaluate 
the eppropria teaess of alternative method- 
ologies tar ane1yzing a specitied problem. 
Possible criteria for evaluating MCMI models 
were suggested by Hobbs (1979), Evans (1984), 
and Hobbs (1985). 
A number of experimental comparisons of several 
t4CDN models has been conducted and the results 
compared along different criteria to clarify 
how the methods differ in appropriateness of 
use * end theoce tica 1 validity. [See, for 
exemp le, Currim and Sarin (1984), Roy and 
Bouyssou (1985), and Hobbs (1985).1 However I 
Such experiments hove not yet resulted in an 
appropriate set of guidelines that can be used 
in decision support systems to make it possible 
for e decision maker to select the most 
appropriate NCDH model from among several which 
may be feasible in s given decision situation. 
Ill this psper, e conceptual framework is 
developed for matching the most appropriate 
discrete IICDH model to a giveo discrete 
alternative decision problem. The f rsmework 
consists of five major colnponeo ts: (1) en 
extensive list of available HCDH discrete 
alternative models. (2) screening criterie and 
their criteria scales that csn be used to 
eliminate those IICDH models ineppropriate in e 
particular decision situation, (3) evelu.etion 
cri tcria and their corresponding criteria 
see les Which can be used to compere the 
resulting MD!4 models oat eliminated by the 
screening criteria, (4) cheracteristics of 
different decision SitUetions, sod (5) e 
procedure for determining the tiCDN model the t 
is most eppropriete for the user in a given 
decision situation. 
With the procedure employed in the f remework, 
the decision situation is quantified and 
candid8 te NCDtl models sre identified end 
quantified. Theo the specif iea screening 
criteria feasible mt;fls:pplied in order to identify 
revealing whether there are no 
feasible models, one feasible model or several 
feasible models. using the evaluatioa 
criteria, the procedure then guides the user 
through an analysis of the decision si tue tion 
iodica ting the relative success of the 
alternative feesible models in the specific 
situation. 
IDENTIFYING AND QUANTIFYING DISCRETE 
ALTERNATIVE IiCDn fiODELS 
In this psper, the focus is oo deterministic 
discrete alternetive MCDM models. [See Zionts 
(1985) for e typology of NCDH models.] Veriws 
discrete elteroative HCWl models rveileble may 
be identified from the NCDH literawre or be 
specifically developed for the particuler 
decision problem of interest. A first-cut 
11 tere ture search of MCCt4 publications 
identified e large number of articles and books 
dealing directly with various espects of 
discrete alternetive NCDM models. 
212 
%“Y discrete elteroative NCDN models .re 
listed in Despontin et el. (1983). Each model 
description includes deteils on the class of 
decision-making problems which cso be solved by 
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the particular model, reterences. applications, 
and availability of computer pr0gralD. Other 
sources of intormatioo about discrete 
alternative HCDn models are proceedings ot 
ioternatioaal HCDli conferences. books; 
technical journals such as Operations Research, 
Iianagement SCieUCe, IEEE Transactions on 
systems, Han, and cybernetics, snd numero~ 
technical reportsnd working papers of various 
universities, research organizations, and 
consulting firms. 
SOW representative nCDn models for discrete 
alternative problems are shown in Table 1. 
Each of these models actually represents a 
family of models with similar characteristics. 
For example, the family of weighting models 
contains at least nine different models. [See 
llaccrimon (1973) for more details.1 
TABLE 1 Some Bepresentlr tive ncDn nodels for 
Discrete AlternativeXZisionProblems ~- 
Keeney and Raiffa (1976) 
Dyer aad Sarin (1979) 
Saa ty (1980) 
Yeighting methods naccrimon (1973) 
Hultiattribute utility 
theory 





e”a lua tion function 
with partial infor- 
ma tion 
nultiattribute model 
WI th incomplete in- 
formation Weber (1985) 
Pairwise comparison 
of alternatives with 
ordins 1 criteria 
Simple multiattribute 
utility model 
Kirkwood and Sarin (1985) 
Kaksalan et al. (1983) 
Einhoro and HcCoach 
(1977) 
Electre I, II, and 
III Roy and Vincke (1981) 
The objectives to be achieved by the various 
nCDn models and the attributes tc. measure the 
degree. of attainment of each ot these 
objectives were determined through an extensive 
literature Search and discussions with decision 
sos1ysts. The objectives are arranged in a 
hierarchical structure. The overall objective 
of s model is to provide a framework and 
techniques to order the set of feasible 
e1ternat1ves in accordance with the decision 
maker's preferences. The three highest-level 
objectives are: 
1) nutual correspondence betveen the ncDn 
model and the decision situation. 
2) nutual correspondence between the ncm 
model, sssumptions about decision maker-s 
preferences, and preference information. 
3) Resource demand of the MCDn model. 
Each of these major objectives is divided 
into several lower level objectives. These are 
summarized in Table 2. 
No natural scales existed to measure the degree 
of attainment of any of the lower leve 1 
objectives. Thus, for all lowest level 
objectives, scales were constructed to ser"e as 
attributes. These attribute SCS les allow 
bcc”rate depiction of the differences among the 
various discrete alternative HCDH models. For 
example , the lowest level objective “1.2 
Flexibility of the mode 1” contaills three 
attribute levels: (1) Ordering the set of 
teasible alternatives is obtained only rrom 
initial data, general assumptions aad 
algorithm, (2) There is a possibility for the 
decision maker to revise data at Specif iC 
stages for the use of the MCDn model according 
to specified rules, and (3) Any modifications 
of the fiCDn model are possible. The numerica 1 
attribute levels have no exact re la tive 
meaning, except thllt larger numbers iadice te 
mire preferred levels. Thus, the attribute 
levels constitute an ordinal scale. 
TABLE 2 Hierarchy g Objectives to Be -- -- 
Achieved bJ ncDn node18 -- __________________________~__~__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1. nutual correspondence between the ncun 
model and the decision situation 
1.1 Ordering yielded by the model 
1.2 Flexibility of the model 
1.3 Number of alternatives that can be 
evaluated 
1.4 Number of criteria to be considered 
2. nu tua 1 correspondence between the ncm 
model, assumptions about the decision 
maker's preferences and preference 
information 
2.1 Assumptions about the decisuxx maker-8 
preferences 
2.2 Information about the decision maker.cs 
preferences to be used in the model 
2.3 Completeness of preference intotmation 
2.4 Possibility of sensitivity analysis 
3. Resource demand of the nCDn model 
3.1 Amount of time required to train the 
decision maker with no previous 
knowledge of the model 
3.2 Amount of time required to complete an 
evalull tioa with a decision maker 
trained in using the model 
3.3 Cost ot using the model 
___-_____-_-_____~__~~-~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~---~~~- 
EVALUATING DECISION SITUATIONS 
There exist VariOUS ncDn problems under 
certainty that depend on the decision maker-s 
goals and differ in the ordering of a set of 
feasible alternatives. Examples of such 
problems are 
1) Identification of the set of feasible 
alternatives. 
2) Identification of a required number of 
nondomina ted a 1 terna cives (or a number of 
nondominated alternatives close to the required 
one). 
3) Identification of the most preferred 
PlternatiY+. 
4) Dividing the set of feasible 
alternatives into rank-ordered subsets 
consistiog of equivalent alternatives. 
5) Identification of the required number 
of rank-ordered alternatives, and 
6) Rank-ordering the set of feasible 
alternati”e8. 
Different assumptions about the decision 
maker’s preferences and different kinds of 
preference information are necessary to solve 
different problems. The least complicated data 
and hence the simplest model is necessary ior 
the ideotifica tion of the set of nondomina ted 
al t.eraP tives. The most complicated information 
and hence the most complicated model is 
necessary for rank-ordering. Remaining 
problems require for their Solution such data 
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that *Ire of intermediate complexity . [See 
Osernoy (1983) for more detail.] 
A tsXdnnsly for classifying each particular 
decision si we tion “(LO developed using ttie 
extensive Literature search and discussions 
with decision makers and analysts. The 
csxonolsy cants ins s 1 L”B tion chsracteristics 
that facilitste matching discrete alternative 
MCDM models and situations rather then Ones 
that are adapted td certsin types of decision 
makers. Three dimensions appear tn be 








situations. These are: 
Chsrscteristics of the decision 
Cheracteristics et the decision maker, 
Resource constraints. 
one Level of attributes under these 
three highest Level chsracteristics. These are 
summarized in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 Characteristics of the Decision --- 
situs tiun 
1. Characteristics of the decision problem 
1.1 Type of the decision problem 
1.2 Flexibility of the Statement of the 
problem 
1.3 Number of alternatives to be evaluated 
1.4 Number of criteria to be considered 






Assumprions about tne decision maker’s 
preferences 
Host valid kind of pr.StSrSllCS 
informs tion 
Completeness of preference informstion 
Impor tsnce of the problem Lo the 
decision maker 
DeCiSiOn meker-s interest in 
sensitivity analysis 
3. Resource constrsints 
3.1 Time pressure of the study 
3.2 The emn”nt of time the decision maker 
has svallsble 
For each attribute, appropriate attribute 
Levels “ere specified. For example, sttribure 
“2.5 Decision maker-s interest in sensitivity 
analysis” has three attribute levels: (1) No 
interest in sensitivity analysis, (2) Interest 
in limited sensitivity snslysiS, and (3) 
Interest in complete sensitivity analysis. 
SELECTING THE MOST APPROPRIATE DISCRETE 
ALTERNATIVE MCDM MODEL 
The proposed selection procedure is designed tn 
guide rhe user through an analysis of the 
decision situation. The procedure matches the 
cheracter1stics of the decision situation with 
the characteristics of en appropriate model. 
There ere several steps in the procedure. 
First, the decision situation end the evsilable 
NCDM models are identified and quantified in 
terms of criteria or tactors cheracterlsing the 
decision situation and the NCDH mode la, 
respec rive1y. Then the cheracteristics 
specified for the MCDM models are divided into 
screening criteria and eve Lua tion cri teris 
based on the professional judgment of the 
decision snalys t. 
screening criteria sre used tn screen out 
models not suitable for the decision situation. 
For example, if only incomplete preference 
informs tion can be obtained from the decision 
maker, multisttrlbute utility mode L and 
multiattribute ve Lue model will prove tn be 
infeasible. 
If there see no feasible models, then either e 
neu model should be developed or the decision 
situation Should be changed. For example, if 
nn feasible model is avsilsble for rank- 
ordering the set of feasible alternatives, the 
stetement of the problem can sometimes be 
changed and a mode 1 alloving for partial 
ordering of the set of feasible alternatives 
may prove tc. be appropriate. 
If seme MCDN models are feasible tar the 
decision situation at hand, the attribute 
Levels specified for the decision situation arc 
compared with the attribute Levels of feasible 
models. The output of the comparison step will 
be a subset of models that match or exceed the 
decision situation requirements in teems of all 
sttcibute levels. This subset may concein no 
model, or one or mete models. 
If the subset conteins only one mode I, this 
model is the one considered must preferred by 
the proposed procedure for the decision 
situstion at hand. If the subset of feasible 
mode Is contains SSVSrSL mode Is, the fine1 
choice of the model should be made on the basis 
of additional criteria. As en example Of such 
criteria, the analyst may choose the model that 
he has the must faith in end is mnst famiLi*r 
with or the decision maker has used before. 
etc. [See Kneppreth et al. (1978) for other 
examples of additions1 criteria. ] AL terno- 
tive1y, an appropriate MCDM model can be used 
to evaluate and compare feasible discrete 
alternative flCDM models. 
CONCLUDING REHARKS 
The outlined procedure represents en ini tls 1 
attempt to structute the problem of the 
selection of the must appropriate MCDM model 
for a particular decisi,on situation. The 
effectiveness of the procedure depends on the 
extent tn which all the important screening end 
evs 1”s tion criteria hsve been identified snd 
incorporated into the snsLysis. one ot the 
important strengths of the procedure is its 
flexibility: considera Cion of addi tiona L 
models and additional criteria does not require 
a change in the procedure. They simply con be 
incorporated into the existing procedure. 
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